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P U L L  M E  U N D E R ,  I ' M  N O T  A F R A I D
- "Pull Me Under", Dream Theater

« Canvas Solaris - The Atomized Dream
Metalmania 2007 »

Iron Maiden & the New Wave of British Heavy Metal

Who really started the New Wave of British Heavy Metal movement? Was it Iron Maiden, Saxon or one of
the other great bands that came from that era? Well MVD Entertainment has just released a DVD to give 
you more insight on the genre and how it all got started. This is a very informative DVD that is full of
classic footage from bands like Maiden, Saxon , Diamond Head and more. The DVD covers the genre but
has a main focus on Maiden. The DVD features some killer new interviews with former Maiden vocalist 
Paul Dianno, and former guitarist Dennis Stratton as well as a great interview with Neil Kay, the DJ that 

helped discover the movement as well as being instrumental in helping Maiden get their first big break.

Iron Maiden & the New Wave of British Heavy Metal, truly takes you back to when it all started and how it has affected
music today. At the end of the punk movement, there were a few bands like Maiden and Diamond Head that were getting
heavy and reviving the movement (genre) that Sabbath and Zeppelin helped create - Heavy Metal. The DVD is full of
great commentary from journalists as well as the bands that helped create the movement. If you ever wondered how this
crucial movement began, then this DVD is a must. Just think in another 10 years or so, we’ll be viewing the next
installment of this series entitled The New Wave of Swedish Death Metal - I can’t wait!

Bottom Line: Very insightful DVD with lots of classic footage from the bands that created one of the most vital 
movements in Heavy Metal history. This DVD will get multiple views.

- Ragman loves his documentaries
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